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Furthermore, not only are the Rabbis due to their stature required
to do so, but one is required to do so in everyday talk as w ell!
Perhaps this could explain w hy the Gemara w as not satisfied to
simply take the verses that refer to ????? at face value and explain the
M ishna on the basis that Chazal use the w ord differently.
In the case in Bava M etzia, Chazal might have used the w ord
?????? in the every day sense as in ?seeing?, even though in the
language of the Torah it usually implies ?????? ?????? ? something
that comes into one?s hand. How ever, the idea that the Torah
w ould never be concerned about using ?clean language? and Chazal
w ould be w as not something the Gemara could consider, as w e have
seen that the greater sanctity of the Torah should make it more
concerned about such things, not less so!
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As such, the Gemara needs to go out of its w ay to show that the
Torah could also have used the w ord ????? in place of night, and the
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Clearly choosing the later over the most obvious usage in the
pesukim, the Gemara concludes that even Rav Huna agrees that the
M ishna refers to night-time, but explains that in his tow n, the w ord
?????? w as also used to refer to night-time. Seeing as w e are dealing
w ith the usage of w ords by Chazal, it is not surprising that the
Gemara chooses examples of its usage from Chazal over the simple
meaning of its usage in the Scriptures, but given that Chazal do
sometimes use language differently to the Scriptures (see for
example B.M . 2a re ??????), it seems strange that the Gemara feels
the need to explain the ??? ?? ? in a w ay that is consistent w ith their
usage - perhaps the Torah simply uses ????? in its literal usage to
describe light or day, and Chazal use it as a reference to ?night? for
w hatever reason?

They then bring another tw o verses to substantiate their claim,
w hich the Gemara understands come to teach us that not only does
the Torah, due to its extra sanctity, go out of its w ay to use clean
language, but Chazal w ere also expected to do so.

(23) ????
Apr 10 2025

Seemingly unbothered by the apparent bizarreness of Rav Yehuda
?translating? a w ord ?everyone? know s means ?light? as ?night-time?,
the Gemara initially assumes that at least Rav Huna holds that the
mishna is referring to day-time, as w ould be our natural assumption.
Yet, after bringing an array of ??? ?? ? that all seem to use the w ord
????? to refer to day-time, and offering seemingly forced alternate
explanations of all of them in a w ay that the w ord ????? itself might
still refer to night, it brings various examples of usage in ? ???? ? and
??????? w here the w ord clearly seems to refer to night.

Rashi explains that seeing as riding an animal involves spreading
one?s legs out to a degree, something normally considered immodest
for a w oman, the Torah prefers to use the more modest sounding
??? ?? ?.

(112) ???????
Dec 19 2024

Yet, far from taking it for granted, the Gemara asks w hat ????? is
referring to, and brings a debate betw een Rav Huna, w ho says it is
referring to ?????? (Aramaic for ?light?] and Rav Yehuda, w ho says
that it is referring to ?????? (Aramaic for night).

This proof is follow ed by others from different Amoraim. The
school of Rabbi Yishmael then brings a similar rule requiring people
to alw ays speak w ith ???? ? ??? ?? (clean language). This is based on
the fact that w hereas something that a ?? (male impure due to an
unusual emission) rides on (and thus becomes impure) is referred to
as ??? ???? (lit. something the ?? rode on), the equivalent by a
w oman is referred to as ??? ?? ? (lit. something she sits on).

(175) ???? ???
Jun 27 2024

As such, our first assumption w hen reading this M ishna w ould be
that w e need to search for chametz during the day, or perhaps at
first light, of the 14th, i.e. the day before Pesach.

This ruling is in turn based on the fact that Torah added eight extra
letters, despite the golden rule that it NEVER w astes letters or w ords,
in order to replace the phrase ???? ? ?? ??? (impure animal) w ith
?????? ????? ?? ? ?? ??? (?an animal w hich is not pure?).

(118) ????? ???
Mar 1 2024

The trade-off betw een clean and clear language. On the previous
daf, the M ishna told us that w e need to search for chametz by the
light of a candle on ??? ? ?????? ???? [ lit: ?the light of the 14th"]
One of the first ??? ?? ? (verses) w e learnt as children tells us how
Hashem created ????? [?light?] on the first day, called it ????? [day],
and called the ??? ??? [darkness], ?????? [night].

(118) ?? ? ???
Nov 4 2023

THANKS RABBI YO NI ISAACSO N

The Gemara concludes that the reason w hy the M ishna (and by
implication other statements of Chazal) use the w ord ????? in place
of ??? ??? or ?????? is in order to make use of ?????? ??? ??? (lit.
?superior language?). It bases this on Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi?s
ruling that a person should never let a ?????? ????- ?degrading w ord?
come out of his mouth.

(81) ??? ????
Aug 15 2023
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places w here it means ?light? literally can be explained in other w ays.
Yet in truth, it is hard to say that w ords like ?night? and ?impure? are
examples of such unclean language, and as the Gemara itself points
out, the Torah itself often uses w ords such as ??? ??.
The Gemara thus qualifies the requirement to use ?clean language?
to a situation w here the clean language is just as short and concise as
the ?less clean? alternative, in keeping w ith the dictum of Rav that a
person should alw ays teach his students w ith concise language. The
clarity of concise language usually thus takes priority over being
particular about ?clean language,? at least regarding talking to one?s
students. If so, how do w e explain the fact that in the examples
brought earlier, the Torah indeed added extra letters in order to make
use of ?clean language"?
Rashi explains that this w as an exception the Torah made in order
to teach us the importance of using clean language w herever
possible, and Tosfos adds that had the Torah not done so in that case,
w e w ould not have know n that w e need to be particular about using
clean language in cases w here it does not affect the concise nature of
the statement.
The incredible implication of this seems at face value to mean that if
it w as not for this special exception the Torah made, w e w ould think
that using ?unclean language? even for no justified reason is
acceptable. Is it possible that bad language, of w hich it is said
??????? ?? ??? ?? ?? ??? ?? ???? ? ??? (one w ho dirties his mouth gets a
deeper spot in hell- Shabbos 33a) w ould be acceptable had it not
been for this unusual exception made by the Torah?
It seems to be that w e need to differentiate betw een truly dirty
language and w ords like ?night?, ?impure? and ?riding? (in the context
of a w oman), that can hardly be said to be objectively dirty or rude. It
might go w ithout saying that the former has to be avoided in all but
perhaps the most extreme or necessary cases, if at all (objectively
?dirty? language is found even in Tanach in reference to idol-w orship
for example - see Sanhedrin 63b ????? ?? ?????). The latter, how ever,
is part of everyday language that often cannot be avoided.
So important, how ever, is the sanctity of one?s speech, that even
remotely negative w ords should be avoided w herever possible, and
the Torah breaks its golden rule of never using unnecessary letters
that once in order to drive home this essential point
(see ?????? ??? ??? ??? ??? w ho seems to take this approach.)
Negative language inevitably leads to negative thoughts and
actions, and although the Torah doesn?t avoid negative statements
w here absolutely necessary to make a point, as the ultimate ???? ?? ??
(good gift or teaching), positivity is at its core, and should be at ours
as w ell! These posts are intended to raise issues and stimulate further
research and discussion on contemporary topics related to the daf.
They are not intended as psak halacha.

BACK TO THE MAKO R...... ANALYSIS
O F PASUKIM IN THE DAF
THANKS TO SHO SHANA BAKER
The opening of M asechet Pesachim begins w ith the discussion of
w hen one must search for Chametz by candlelight. The use of the
w ord ????? light is used to describe the light of the candle and the
time of the day for the Bedika/search.
The Gemara attempts to understand w hat ????? means? Are w e
defining the time period of ?????? as night or day? M any verses are
used from the Tanach to try and support the notion that ????? is day
or night. M ost, if not all, of these verses, are rejected as prooftexts
and the conclusion is that ????? must be night because it makes the
most sense contextually in the M ishnah.
The underlying question is w hy did the M ishna need to use such
ambiguous language? Why did the M ishna choose the w ord ????? if
it meant night? I believe that the answ er can be found in the most
famous source used, w hich is about the story of creation. The pasuk
reads ???????? ??? ??? ??? ??? /and G-D called to the light, day.
Examining just this verse and its simple translation does not provide
the answ er to our question. Rather, one needs to look back to the
earlier verses. After Hashem created the heavens and earth, Hashem
says ?Let there be light?. After Hashem ?saw ? that it w as good and he
separated the light and darkness and concluded by ?calling to? them
?day? and ?night?.
The Ramban?s analysis of these verses is the key to our
understanding of Chazal in the M ishnah. Light w as created on day
one before the sun w as created on day four. Light w as thus
independent of the sun. Darkness experienced tw o stages of creation.
In the beginning, darkness w as a spontaneous phenomenon created
by G-D, unlike the light w hich w as created as something from
something -darkness. Light w as simply the absence of darkness. The
question Hashem had during creation w as can light and darkness
function in disorder?
With the introduction of time, Hashem?s ultimate goal w ould only
be determined by the separation of light and darkness. As Hashem
separated Darkness and Light, order w as created and Hashem
declared them to be good. He brought them into a permanent state
qualified by time as w e understand, as w eeks, days and hours.
Hashem completed the creation story of light and darkness by calling
to them as ?day? and ?night?.
Darkness w as thus transformed from a natural grow th of Hashem
to a complete and perfect form. Ramban believed the act of pure
creation happened only on the first day. Everything that follow ed w as
the natural development that hashem put into motion. According to
the Ramban, there are three stages in the creation of the w orld:
??? ? & ?????,?????.
The translation of the w ords are not applicable and I w ill therefore
use a metaphor describing the process of making a clay pot. The
creation of the clay is like the creation of the darkness-it is ?????, a
creation of something from nothing. The imagination and energy
required to form it into a round shape is ?????, -darkness given a
specific domain-something from something. The third and final stage
is forging a final structure into its defined shape. That is
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??? ?-darkness becoming night.
Perhaps these three nuances of creation are parallel to ????? ,?????
and ?? ???. The Torah requires us not to eat chametz, not to benefit
from chametz and not to see chametz These negative
commandments lead chazal to the idea of ??? ??????????. There
are therefore three processes w e must do that are necessary for the
fulfillment of the M itzvah. These three are nullification/?????,
burning/????? and checking for chametz/?? ???.
All three steps ?create? and guarantee a w orld w ithout Chametz. It
is w ith this clarity compared to the light of the candle that w e must
approach the law s of Pesach. Chazal therefore purposely used the
w ord ??? in the M ishnah to remind you of the creation story. Similar
to the story of creation, after day one of M atan Torah, the Talmud is
the fulfillment of the next tw o steps of the process
As empow ered to explain and fulfill the w ill of Hashem, Chazal are
the conduit for the oral law . The source for Halacha is in the Torah,
the ?????. The interpretation and expounding of the verse are the
?????and ???? ?. Like in the creation of light, all three are necessary
for the tradition and Torah to thrive and be everlasting. The reader,
the nation of Israel, had to accept these truths before beginning their
journey of masechet Pesachim.
THURSDAY 19 NO VEMBER

?? ???????

THANKS TO HADRAN
Daf 103 begins w ith a mishna saying w ooden boards, a mat, or
lattice functioning as a ?door? that drag on the ground are allow ed to
close openings if they are tied and suspended. The Gemara further
states that these items can be used to close an opening w hen tied
and suspended even if they hang above ground by only a
hairbreadth. The rabbis are concerned about performing the act of
building or completing the act of building.
A baraita from Rabbi Hiyya is briefly brought into the debate w hile
discussing a ?w idow ed? door. A w idow ed door is described by some
commentators as one built from a single plank, as if it w ere missing a
piece. Others say the description is ?real? and a w idow ed door is one
belonging to an actual w idow . The door is not placed properly as she
doesn?t have a husband to fix it. Rabbi Hiyya restricts these w ooden
boards as a w idow ed door because it does not have a low er sill and
touches the ground w hen closed.
It is concluded that if the doors are incomplete, not properly
hinged, and therefore do not appear to fully close an opening then
the act of closing is perceived as building. According to the rabbis, if
a door cannot serve its intended purpose it should not be used.
Perhaps the Gemara is teaching us not only the importance of
intention, but the relevance of the action itself. Simply missing an
additional plank or being slightly unhinged prevents the door from
being used on Shabbat. A substitute version of a door cannot fulfill
its function.
This idea caused me to pause and think how much more w e are
prevented from fulfilling our natural purpose because of small
measures that are not in place. If w e are missing even a small midda,
how do w e present ourselves in the eyes of Hashem?
Self-improvement is a relentlessly ongoing process w ith no finality. It
is a blessing to continually learn and grow . Forever straightening
Wehavetakencarenot touse'? ?? or quotefull ??? ?? ?.Accordingly,thissheet does
not needtobeplacedinshaimosbut shouldbedisposedof inarespectful manner.
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w hat is bent and filling the gaps in our ow n missing pieces are lofty
goals. The hope is that they help us fulfill and achieve our intended
purpose.
FRIDAY 20 NO VEMBER

?? ???????

THANKS SHULIE MISHKIN WWW.SHULIEMISHKINTO URS.CO M
The last chapter of a tractate often includes a roundup of all sorts
of miscellaneous ideas. For my last post in Eruvin I am also going to
do a roundup and talk about some of the architectural elements
mentioned in pages 101 and 104.
The M ishna on page 101 states:
?A person may not stand in the private domain and open a door
located in the public domain w ith a key, lest he inadvertently transfer
the key from one domain to the other. Likew ise, one may not stand
in the public domain and open a door in the private domain w ith a
key, unless in the latter case he erected a partition ten handbreadths
high around the door and stands inside it. This is the statement of
Rabbi M eir.?
The idea that one can be in the public domain (on the street) and
open a door to a private domain (a house) makes sense to us. The
other possibility, standing in a private domain and opening a door to
a public domain, seems less likely. Professor Zeev Safrai says that the
M ishna is talking about a gate in the public domain, i.e., a gate to the
alleyw ay - ???? . This gate itself creates the eruv and makes it
permissible to carry in the alley. Professor Safrai takes us back to the
very first M ishna in Eruvin, w hich talks about having a ???? ????, a
doorw ay, that allow s carrying. He cites the parallel Yerushalmi w here
Bet Shammai says one must have not only the shape of a door, but a
real door, w ith a lock:
?Hanina the nephew of Rabbi Yehoshua said Bet Shammai says a
door on one side and a door on the other and w hen he enters he
locks the door.?
Even Bet Hillel says you must have a physical door on one side; it
seems that only later do the rabbis allow the more abstract beam or a
shape of a door. Have w e found such doors in ancient tow ns? Safrai
show s that in Ein Gedi and Sussia, tow ns from the time of the
Gemara, there are alleyw ays open at one end - ? ???? ????? ???? that have a proper gate at the opening. He says w e also have such
structures in non-Jew ish tow ns, show ing that it w as not only a
halachic convention but a necessary device for security or privacy.
Do w e have evidence of ancient keys? We have found evidence of
keys and of keyholes. An interesting example of a keyhole is on a
burial cave door found in Bet Shearim. Bet Shearim had a fabulous
necropolis w ith burial caves from the time period of the M ishna and
the Gemara. Just like w ealthy people w anted a fancy door in life, they
w anted one in death. Even though these doors w ould not be used
often, they had artisans carve out stone copies of their w ooden
house doors. This gives us a great peek at w hat architectural details
looked like in the time of the Gemara. Here w e can see the ornate
door w ith a little keyhole on the right side:
On page 104, in one of the final mishnayot of the tractate, w e
hear about cisterns in the Temple and nearby, and how one may
draw w ater from them:
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?And likew ise, one may draw w ater from the Cistern of the Exiles
and from the Great Cistern, w hich w ere located in the Temple, by
means of the w heel designed for draw ing w ater, even on Shabbat.
And one may draw w ater from the Heker Well only on a Festival.?
What is a w heel, a ????, mentioned here? In order to have a lot of
w ater, cisterns must be deep. To raise the w ater, a rope and a bucket
are necessary. But the M ishna is talking about a more sophisticated
contraption, w ith a w heel or more likely tw o w heels. This is w hat is
know n in other places in the Talmud as an Antalya Well ??????? ???.
This mechanism, already used in ancient Egypt, has a vertical w heel
w ith buckets attached to it. Another horizontal w heel is attached on
top and an animal circles and pulls the top w heel, w hich moves the
bottom w heel, w hich raises w ater from the w ell and then spills it out,
usually to the fields. This device w as used until very recently as it is
clever and labor-saving. Here is a copy of the one used in the
M azkeret Batya colony in the late 19th century:
The rabbis, loath to see anything in the w orld and not learn a
lesson from it, saw the Antalya as an example of how one?s fate can
change at any time: the w orld is like an Antalya w heel, sometimes
you are on the top and sometimes you are on the bottom.
Finally, w hat is the Heker Well? We have various explanations for
the etymology of the name, none of them very convincing. Safrai
brings a suggestion that it is not the Heker w ell but the Hakra or Acra
w ell. What is the Acra? This w as a formidable fortress built by the
Greeks w hen they ruled Jerusalem.
When the M accabees finally threw the Greeks out of the city, they
demolished the fortress. Archaeologists have been looking for it for
over a century and recently thought they found it in the Givati
parking lot by the City of David.
Now this conclusion is not really accepted anymore and the search
continues. Safrai suggests that draw ing w ater from the w ell w as
allow ed during a battle that the M accabees had w ith the Greeks, and
then allow ed thereafter. Perhaps a bit farfetched, but it does get us
into the Chanukah spirit!
SHABBAT 21 NO VEMBER

THANKS TO DAVID GRO SS

?? ???????

There is a common theme throughout the daf of certain actions
w hich are performed w ithin the M ikdash environs w hich w ould be
otherw ise forbidden anyw here else. The first mishna on 104a
describes the act of putting salt dow n on the ramp to the altar so
that the Kohanim should not slip w hile they are carrying w ood for the
pyre in the M ikdash.
Such an ?addition? is not considered part of the ground surface.
The next dispute explores w hether generating a sound on Shabbat is
forbidden or not. Rabba holds that sounds may be generated w hen
not for music, such as using a door knocker. Abaye proceeds to ask a
number of questions on this contention for w hich Rabba is able to
respond w ith an answ er
1. Can one use a specific type of straw vessel to w ake a sick person
but not a healthy person? Rabba says that the vessel in question is a
specialized sort of barrel.
Wehavetakencarenot touse'? ?? or quotefull ??? ?? ?.Accordingly,thissheet does
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2. Can one guard fruit from birds and animals w ithout clapping or
dancing? Rabba says that one can?t clap to prevent someone from
picking up muktzeh.
3. Women can?t play w ith nuts as they can make loud noise. Rabba
says that it may lead to leveling holes in the ground.
4. One use a w heel to draw w ater in the M ikdash but not
elsew here, w hy? Rabba says that one might w ater one?s garden or
ruin.
SUNDAY 22 NO VEMBER

?? ???????

THANKS BENNY LAST
On Daf 104b, the last M ishna of Eruvin discusses taking something
tameh out of the Bet HaM ikdash. The M ishna concludes, somew hat
surprisingly, w ith a statement from Rabbi Shimon that seems both
general and somew hat vague.
' Rabbi Shimon says, "Wherever the Rabbonim permit something
for you, they are giving it from w hat belongs to you, and only things
that are prohibited by Rabbinic law ."'
What exactly does this mean, and w hat is it doing in this M ishna?
Our Gemara and the M esechta concludes w ith an explanation of
Rabbi Shimon?s statement. They split his comment into tw o, first
relating to a M ishna w e learnt a few w eeks ago, Daf 52b, w hich says
that if a person is even one amah outside of a tow n?s techum as
Shabbat arrives, then he can w alk 2,000 amot, but that w ill only get
him to one amah outside of tow n, and he cannot enter the tow n.
Along comes Rabbi Shimon w ho says even if he is 15 amot outside
the techum, he can still enter tow n because the measurers are not
precise and mistakes are made.
What does this mean? The simple explanation seems to be that
people get their measurements w rong, they think they are 2,000
amot from the tow n, but they are slightly further aw ay. To take this
into account, the people w ho measure and mark the techum actually
make the border less than 2,000 amot from tow n to allow some
leew ay for people?s mistakes. The trouble w ith this explanation is w hy
is 15 amot relevant? The mistake could be 10 or 20 amot, and
similarly the allow ance made by the measurers could be any number.
Rashi, is, as usual, ahead of the game, and adds that 15 amot is just
an example, it doesn?t mean 15 precisely.
How ever, it seems that Rashi is still not totally comfortable w ith this
approach as, after all, Rabbi Shimon does use the w ords 15 amot.
Rashi suggests a different approach. He says that actually the mistake
in measuring that is referred to is a mistake made by the measurers.
We know they use 50 amot ropes for measuring, and therefore to
measure 2,000 amot, they use the ropes 40 times. Now , each time
they measure they are holding the edge of the rope, and that holding
covers one tefach and half a finger' s w idth, ie one and one eighth
tefach (1.125 tefach).
As there are 40 measurings, and each time 1.125 tefach is covered
up at both ends of the rope, w e find that 40 x 2 x 1.125 equals 90
tefachim. There are 6 tefachim in an amah, so 90 tefachim equals 15
amot. Now w e understand the mistake that Rabbi Shimon is referring
to. The Gemara on our daf now concludes by explaining Rabbi
Shimon?s final w ords as referring to the Gemara on Daf 102b, w hen
he says you can only fix a harp string in the Bet HaM ikdash by tying a
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bow and not a normal knot, as tying a bow is only a Rabbinic law , so
even if you did it by mistake outside of the Bet HaM ikdash, you
w ould never transgress more than a Rabbinic law . The final problem
w e are left w ith is w hy Rabbis Shimon?s comments are not made in
the expected place, ie on Daf 52 and Daf 102.

infer from Rav Yehudah?s listing of the searches that it refers to

Why did Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi decide to include these comments at
the end of this last M ishna? I w ould like to suggest, based loosely on
a comment by the M aharsha, that Rabbi Yehuda Hanasi deliberately
w anted to end the final M ishna w ith these w ords of Rabbi Shimon
because his statement applies to the w hole of Eruvin. Eruvin
emphasizes the importance of achdut on Shabbat, of interacting w ith
neighbours, family, friends, people in need.
Our Rabbis w ere very careful to ensure that the togetherness
should be carried out w ith strict adherence to the letter of the law ,
and added many decrees to ensure this outcome. But, in their
understanding and appreciation of the essence of Shabbat and how
Eruvin supports that, they determined many areas w here they could
allow leniencies to help promote the achdut of a courtyard, a street,
a tow n or a community.
MO NDAY 23 NO VEMBER

? ???? ?

THANKS AVI WEISENBERG
Our M ishna deals w ith the search for Chametz, w hich one should
start on the ?Light of the 14th?. The M ishna continues w ith not just
w hen one must check, but w here? The M ishna states that you need
check only w here one might take chametz. It concludes w ith a
disagreement betw een Hillel and Shamai as everyw here to w hat is
meant by ?searching tw o row s of w ine barrels in the cellar?, and how
far you have to go w ith that search.

night. He says, ?You search both by ?Or? (on the night) of the 14th
and then again in the morning w ith Shacharit of the 14th.? This infers
that the "Or" of the 14th is the night, as it is clearly listed before the
morning search.
There is a further objection to this w ith a discussion on a dispute
about w hat time you are no longer allow ed to w ork on the 14th. Reb
Eliezer Ben Yaacov says, ?from Or?, and Reb Yehudah says from Netz.
The Gemara is questioning w hether ?Or? might mean daw n rather
than the night before, and includes a discussion on w hether a day
can be divided for halachot, such as eating and melacha, and the
difference in dividing a day for deRabanan or de' Oraita issues.
Finally, w e conclude that "Or" means night, as is our custom today,
based on its use as terminology for w hen the messengers light the
fires to signify the new month: they w ouldn?t light fires during the
day so logically "Or" means night.
TUESDAY 24 NO VEMBER
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THANKS TO SAM CRO WNE
The Gemara continues discussing the w ord Ohr and how it can
mean nightin in different contexts including the time a miscarrange is
calculated, meat of kodshin can be eaten, the entire length of Yom
Kippur and finally bedikat chametz. Finally w e Now w e justify the
use of the w ork Ohr as ' clean language' to start the mishna as it
sounds nicer.

The Gemara starts w ith an analysis, trying to understand w hat the
M ishna means by ?Or?. Rav Hunah interprets it as light of the
morning, Rav Yehuda says it means evening. Light of the morning
seems logical, but w e bring a range of proofs that ?Or? in the Torah
only refers to morning w hen used as a verb; the ?light of the
morning?. The w ord "Or" can just as likely be used as referring to the
light of the stars and other interpretations of night or evening.
Within this discussion on the w ord "light" w e raise a point on the
halachic culpability for killing a thief w ho you come across in your
house in the night.
We continue w ith the discussion show ing "Or" can be used as a
verb or a noun, and w e conclude based on a M ishna w here w e can
Wehavetakencarenot touse'? ?? or quotefull ??? ?? ?.Accordingly,thissheet does
not needtobeplacedinshaimosbut shouldbedisposedof inarespectful manner.
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possible.
The classic example of this, w hich is learned on the daf, is Brit
M ilah. Even though God commanded that Brit M ilah must be done
on the 8th day of a baby?s life, traditionally the mitzvah of Brit M ilah
should be performed in the morning. The Gemara learns this from
Avraham, w ho w oke early in the morning in order to bring Yitzchak
to the Akeda: (Genesis 22:3)
?????? ????? ??? ?? ?? ????? ? ?? ? ?????? ?? ????? ??? ??
?? ?? ? ?? ? ??? ? ? ?? ?????? ????? ??? ?? ?????? ? ???
.??????

The concept of ' clean language' is then discussed w ith more
examples brought including using the w ord ' not tahor' and not
' tamei. This extends to other passukim w ith varying lengths of
additional letters (8,9,10,16), w here possible the Torah uses shorter
w ords so if the clean and non clean are the same length it w ill use
the clean one. Examples given include how people and w omen
should be sitting or riding on camels/donkeys w ithout falling off,
rocheve or yoshev.
Follow ing on w e should be super careful w ith the w ords used, tw o
talmidim w ere treated differently w hen one said he w as tired (or
Rashi says satiated) like a pig, and the other a goat. A goat is a fair
comparison but not a pig! The the Gemara continues w ith a certain
case investigating someone eating a korban pesach because he asked
for the tail, and finishes off w ith making sure the correct use of
w ords (or omission of w ords) are used w hen reporting a death, or
how good (bad) produce has been in the harvest.
WEDNESDAY 25 NO VEMBER
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THANKS TO DR YARDAENA O SBAND - TALKING TALMUD
PO DCAST
The Gemara understands that the appropriate time to perform
Bedikat Chametz is in the evening before the 14th day of Nissan. But
w hy in the evening a full day before Pesach even begins? Since all
Taanaim agree that all Chametz must be gone by chatzot on the 14th
day, w hy not do Bedikat Chametz during the first six hours of the day
of the 14th? The Gemara?s first answ er is the Halakhic principal of
???? ? ??? ??? ? ?????? - one should be zealous to do mitzvot as early as

Wehavetakencarenot touse'? ?? or quotefull ??? ?? ?.Accordingly,thissheet does
not needtobeplacedinshaimosbut shouldbedisposedof inarespectful manner.

So early next morning, Abraham saddled his ass and took w ith him
tw o of his servants and his son Isaac. He split the w ood for the burnt
offering, and he set out for the place of w hich God had told him."
Avraham w akes early to fulfill God?s commandment, and this is
behavior that people should emulate in their performance of mitzvot.
Yet how should this principal be understood?
Does it apply to all mitzvot, w hether they are de' Oraita or
de?Rabbanan? Is this an obligation or an ideal? Is performing the
mitzvah early part of the actual mitzvah, or a separate mitzvah itself?
These issues are not fully elaborated on the Daf itself w hile it is the
primary Talmudic source for this principal. The Rishonim and
Achronim delve into the nature of this important principle and try to
define and frame its parameters.

